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 High resolution. Drawn at the height of the Belle Époque, these sculptures of haut monde society are an apt metaphor for the era. The strong profiles, sharp lines, and the play of light and shadow on the female form are all there in this group. Key to the entire collection is the style and structural geometry of the wire sculpture. Even though most of the figures are lifelike, they’re created with the same
kind of geometric elegance seen in the architecture and modern design of the period. Prints, limited editions, postcards, and giclee reproductions are available for many of these masterpieces. IN STOCK NOW Forum Française Olivier Kisch Olivier Kisch was an engineer who created sculptures that drew inspiration from the Art Deco style. His early works were inspired by the movement of the

mechanical clock, but later evolved into a free-flowing, abstract style. This group features many forms that remind us of a time when chiffon was standard wear and cigarette smoke wafted through the air. Lanvin Henry Neville Henry Neville’s work has been exhibited at the Musée d’Orsay in Paris and elsewhere, and is part of collections including the Tate and the Metropolitan Museum of Art. He is
well-known for his use of gold leaf to create gleaming jewelry in forms that are both whimsical and elegant. In this group, we find a series of figurines that include some fantastical beasts, reminding us of the unlikely creatures of the fairytale. Lancôme François-Xavier Lalanne François-Xavier Lalanne is the creator of fashion jewelry for several fashion houses, including Lanvin and Yves Saint

Laurent. He started creating porcelain works in the early 1990s, and his works are now displayed in galleries and museums throughout the world. The earrings are nearly identical to his first porcelain work, executed around 1900. Lucien Lelong Nicolas Mourgue Nicolas Mourgue was a sculptor and jewelry maker who began working in Paris in the late 1800s. He created many designs for jewelry
manufacturers, and his artistic talent shone through in each creation. Here we find a 82157476af
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